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Everything You Wanted 
to Know About 

COVER

Evan Thompson shares the lowdown on the right way to earn the 
referrals you deserve. No question, it’s a tough web to navigate

Referrals
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sking for referrals is often a personal issue for
many advisors, regardless of how long they
have been in the business. While you love the
idea of winning new clients, some of you feel
sheepish about putting your business goals
on the same level as your client goals. 

Each advisor I interviewed agreed: broaching the subject with
clients requires unshakeable confidence in your professional ability.
“It seems obvious,” one noted, “but you’ve got to really believe
that you would readily recommend yourself if you were a prospec-
tive client.”

If you have questions about your personal value, skills, and
commitment, no amount of referrals will help to resolve them.
Review your past successes and do an inventory of all you offer
your clients. Self-esteem drives the ability to win good referrals. 

The confidence to ask for quality referrals goes beyond under-
standing the type of clients with whom you want to work, your
professional ability, and your client commitment. It is grounded
in understanding your personal and business goals and appreci-
ating the value of a well-rounded life. It is also about knowing how
to run an efficient business that attracts and retains top-quality
staff. Your cohesive team works hard toward shared revenue and
client service quality goals. When that infrastructure is in place,
you will feel more confident about weathering just about any
adversity, within your business or due to economic challenges that
are beyond your control.

The two leading reasons why advisors don’t ask for referrals
is first, they are afraid to make a client feel obligated or uncom-
fortable and second, they fear being told, “Sorry, I don’t make
referrals.”

Regardless of how much confidence you have (or lack), not all
asks will lead to a referral. One advisor with decades in the business
found only 60 per cent of clients will make a referral on his behalf.
And this doesn’t change in down times, which is another reason
you should be consistent in your approach to gathering referrals.

“For example, when an advisor’s asset levels start to fall and a
sense of panic has set in, referrals suddenly become a huge part
of the conversation between advisor and client that was never there
before. Some clients respond well but others don’t like receiving
an SOS sent from an advisor who waits for a business crisis before
reaching out,” said another seasoned investment professional who
manages a large team of financial advisors.

“Some clients are very private and don’t want others to know
who is managing their assets. Others can’t send you enough refer-
rals because they are so proud to be part of a successful and grow-
ing book and investment brand,” he explains. 

WHO DO I ASK FOR REFERRALS?
There are as many answers to this question as there are financial
advisors who have ever asked for a referral. This is because no two
referral sources are the same. 

Despite the proliferation of formal referral gathering systems
(which appear in abundance online — research a couple and see
what suits your business model and personal style), there is no sil-
ver bullet when it comes to earning referrals. 

As personal interaction becomes more abridged and fast paced,
and competition for assets in motion mounts, advisors need to
rely on what feels most comfortable to them to win referrals. Some

earn referrals based on investment performance and technical
skills alone, while others find success through developing inter-
personal communications strengths and personal brands to build
trust. Most rely on a combination of the two. 

One confident referral request to three clients or other people
you know well is more powerful than a tentative request to 10
clients or people who you are just getting to know.

Before you ask for a referral, consider these questions. 

1. How well do you know the client (your best referral 
    source) or person you are asking? 
2. Do they like and respect you? 
3. How accurately can you gauge the likelihood that they 
    will refer you? 

SETTING UP A REFERRAL PROCESS
Systematizing your referral gathering efforts (versus taking an ad
hoc approach) will let you know where the good referrals  — and
less desirable ones — are coming from, and why. This will save
you time and precious mental energy while helping your referral
sources feel appreciated and involved in your success.

Client surveys are useful ways for new and established advisors
to reach out to their clients and confirm their service commitment.
A Mail Chimp survey, for example, is easy to deploy. Five questions
to your clients about your service levels and the quality of their
investing experience will get them thinking about you. 

You will not only gain useful information, but the act of com-
pleting your survey may get them thinking about sending you
referrals. You could add a sentence at the conclusion of the survey
(or any client communication) to the effect of: “My commitment
as a financial advisor is to help people to reach their financial
goals. If you have a family member, friend, or colleague who
you feel could benefit from a conversation with me about their
investments, I would be pleased to speak with them without
obligation.”

Although it may seem uncomfortable, this will grow your busi-
ness faster than using a more passive approach. By placing value
on the client experience you provide, your existing clients are
reminded you are there to help them. It also reaffirms your con-
fidence in your abilities. 

WHEN TO ASK
Timing is indeed everything. If a person is planning to refer you,
he or she will probably come right out with it and ask if you would
be interested in meeting one or several prospective clients. This is
about as good as it gets, assuming the referrals are good ones.

A client who has called to congratulate you on a great quarter
will be more likely to respond favourably than one who has seen
their net worth decline by 19 per cent.

In the former case, consider saying, “I appreciate your call and
your confidence in me and my team. Should you have a relative
or colleague who you feel could benefit from a conversation with
me, I would be delighted to meet with them, with no obligation
of course. They might find a second opinion on their current
investment portfolio to be useful.”

Carla, a 30-year industry veteran who manages $65 million in
assets notes that asking for referrals has always been routine forP
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1.   Appreciate the value you bring to your clients.

2.  Identify the kind of client you are seeking.

3.   Consider asking for referrals as a carefully considered
      process — not an event.

4.   Get comfortable with feeling a little uncomfortable. 
      The worst they can say is “no.”

5.   Sharpen your listening and interpersonal 
      communications skills to make people want to 
      refer you — or become clients themselves.

6.  Remember the power of humility. Humility is not 
      thinking less of yourself, it is thinking of 
      yourself less.

7.  Keep your mind and body properly fuelled. 
      You are the only brand you’ve got and it needs 
      to be sharp and fully functional.

8.   Develop your “IQ” (Imagination Quotient). 
      Creatively build your brand through social 
      media, networking, charitable work, public 
      speaking, and community involvement.

9.  “Thank you” is a set of words to live by — in both 
      thought and deed — whenever you are referred 
      or introduced.

10. Be patient. Despite what you may think, remember 
      that people want you to succeed. Situations can 
      change suddenly. — E.T. 

YOUR REFERRAL 
CHEAT SHEET
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her. “The perfect time is when I have done an exceptional job for
a client. I feel even more comfortable in asking them and they usu-
ally say, ‘Yes.’”

She has recently become more selective as she finds approaching
people she does not know well tends to be time consuming. Carla
would often end up hosting arduous “tire kicking” or “shopping
for bargains” sessions without the remotest guarantee of winning
business. 

Carla said, “When you reach out to clients you know well
and stipulate you’d like to work with people like them, they feel
flattered. And they can become good screens that save you time
and effort.”

COVER

HOW CAN NEWER ADVISORS 
WIN REFERRALS?
Advisors who are starting out usually have little choice but to
approach everyone within their circle, even if they are not qualified
prospects. Carla began to build her business immediately after
joining the industry through referrals that came from university
classmates, her dentist, lawyer, and anyone else with whom she
had created a bond of trust.

Newer advisors tend to rely heavily on the strength of their
“likeability” and their professionalism when building new rela-
tionships that may eventually translate into new clients.

“The key is to differentiate yourself from other advisors,
whether you are leading a luncheon seminar or posting a blog
about investing or a hobby that will attract readers — and potential
prospects,” said one new advisor.

SOCIAL MEDIA: SEEKING
“FRIENDS” OR CLIENTS? 
Many Millennial advisors have a decided advantage of possessing
a near mastery of social media and online marketing. Depending
on the guidelines stipulated by their employer, they can tap into

When networking, think of
the other person’s needs and
learn about their career and
aspirations. Ask them to
describe their ideal referral
and they will probably ask
you to name yours.
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discussion groups and other centres of influence where potential
referrals and prospects dwell.

I spoke to a few successful Millennial advisors. One recom-
mended that before you spend too much time on social media
tactics and the app of the hour, you need a personal marketing
plan that sets out your social media goals based on your ideal
clients. “Otherwise, you’ll end up with numerous ‘friends’ and
‘followers,’ but have no idea of how to approach them on a busi-
ness level.” 

New advisors can benefit by attending networking events on
a selective basis. For example, if you wish to prospect among, say,
three groups of practising professionals who are more likely to
refer you to others like themselves, learn about their associations
and go their events. 

When networking, think of the other person’s needs and learn
about their career and aspirations. Ask them to describe their ideal
referral and they will probably ask you to name yours.

Mentors who are not necessarily in the investment industry,
but are well connected, can be a good referral source for younger
advisors.

Keep meticulous track of the date and highlights of your con-
versations with other professionals, as well as referrals you have
given and received. Stay in touch with your top 50 potential refer-
ral sources once a quarter and follow through on your promises.
Doing so showcases your credibility and commitment, which is
at the foundation of earning referrals.

Finally, understanding your ideal client, managing your time
effectively, and developing good listening skills also go far in build-
ing a book of business based on referrals at the start. 

DECLINING A REFERRAL 
One advisor noted that even inappropriate referrals may lead to
great referrals and that he never declines a referral interview. In
our time-is-money environment, “hope” should never be confused
with “strategy.”

Despite their best intentions, clients or colleagues may refer
you to people who you simply don’t like or choose not to work
with. First, thank the person who made the referral, but be clear
that another advisor would better serve the prospect as your
approaches to wealth management differ. 

Then, contact the prospective client and thank them for their
interest in your services and reiterate your comments to the referee. 

Suggest that you would be pleased to suggest other financial
advisors who may be better suited to help them.

This way, you burn no bridges and the next referral you receive
from the same referee may be the ideal client.

When clients or colleagues refer you they are paying you the
ultimate compliment. You are wise to always thank them for their
trust in you. 

Finally, many advisors are fortunate to receive ongoing referrals
from the same people, which form the foundation of their busi-
ness. Just as clients come and go, it’s a good idea to continue to
actively seek out new relationships that will one day yield the same
quality of referral. �

EVAN THOMPSON is a business relationship and personal branding expert, writer
and head of Toronto-based Evan Thompson and Associates. Evan can be reached
at evan@evanthompsonandassociates.com or @CSuiteProspects on Twitter.


